
Part I English Language

Directions (Q.Nos. 1-10) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/phrases have been
printed in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.

Passage
Rural India faces serious shortages - power, water, health facilities and roads etc, rassage these are known and recognized. However, the
role of technology in solving these and other problems is barely acknowledged and the actual availability of technology in rural areas is
marginal. The backbone of the rural economy is agriculture, which also provides sustenance to over half the country’s population. The
‘‘Green Revolution’’ of the 1970s was, infact, powered by the scientific work in various agricultural research institutions. While, some
fault the green revolution for excessive exploitation of water and land resources through overuse of fertilizers, it did bring about a wheat
surplus and prosperity in certain pockets of the country.

In rural India today, there is a dire inadequacy of both science (i.e., knowledge) and technology (which derives from science and manifests
itself in physical form). The scope to apply technology to both farm and non-farm activities in rural areas is huge, as are the potential

benefits. Infact, crop yields are far lower than what they are in demonstration farms, where science and technology are more fully applied,
Technologies that reduce power consumption of pumps are vital; unfortunately, their use is minimal, since agricultural power is free or
largely subsidized. Similarly, there is little incentive to optimise -through technology or otherwise - water use, especially in irrigated
areas (a third of total arable land), given the water rates. Post-harvest technologies for processing and adding value could greatly enhance
rural employment and incomes, but at present deployment of technology is marginal. Cold storage and cold-chains for transportation to
market is of great importance for many agricultural products-particularly, fruits and vegetables - but are non-existent. These are clearly
technologies with an immediate return on investment and benefits for all the farmer, the end-consumer, the technology provider.
However, regulatory and structural barriers are holding back investments.

Power is a key requirement in rural areas, for agricultural as well as domestic uses. Technology can provide reliable power at
comparatively low cost in a decentralized manner. Reliable and low cost means of transporting goods and people is an essential need for
rural areas. The bullock-cart and the tractor-trailer are present vehicles of choice. Surely, technology can provide a better, cheaper and
more efficient solution. Information related to commodity prices, agricultural practices, weather etc. are crucial for the farmer.
Technology can provide these through mobile phones, which is a proven technology, however, the challenge to ensure connectivity
remains. Thus, there is a pressing need for technology as currently economic growth - though skewed and iniquitous - has created an
economically attractive market in rural India.

1. According to the author, which of the following is/are the
problem’s facing India’s rural population?
A. Unavailability of healthcare facilities.
B. The technological advancements which have been

borrowed from abroad have not been suitably adapted to
the Indian scenario.

C. Lack of awareness about the importance of utilizing
technology in the agricultural sector.

(1) Only A (2) Only B (3) A and B (4) A and C

(5) None of these

2. Which of the following is not an impact of the Green
Revolution?
(1) Over utilization of water resources

(2) Application of scientific research only in demonstration

farms

(3) Wealth creation restricted to certain areas

(4) Damage caused to land by inordinate use of fertilizers

(5) Supply of wheat surpassed demand

3. Why is there no motivation to reduce power consumption?
(1) Freely available renewable sources of energy
(2) Government will have to subsidise the cost of technology

required to reduce power consumption
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(3) Power distribution has been decentralized
(4) The cost of implementing power saving technology is

exorbitant for the customer
(5) None of the above

4. What effect will the implementation of post harvest
technologies such as cold storages have?
(1) Regulatory procedures will have to be more stringent
(2) Prices of commodities like fruits and vegetables will fall,

since there is no wastage from spoilage
(3) Incomes of rural population will fall
(4) Pollution of the environment
(5) None of the above

5. The author’s main objective in writing the passage is to
(1) censure scientists for not undertaking research
(2) criticise farmers for not utilizing experimental, low cost post

harvesting technology
(3) exhort the government to subsidize the cost of utilizing

technology
(4) promote a second Green Revolution
(5) advocate broadening the scope of research and use of

technology in agriculture

6. Which of the following is not true in the context of the
passage?
A. In recent times the benefits of science and technology

have not been felt in agriculture.
B. The current means of rural transportation are ideal i.e.,

low cost and non-polluting.
C. Agriculture provides livelihood to over 50% of the

Indian population.
(1) A and B (2) Only B (3) Only C (4) A and C

(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 7 and 8) Choose the word which is most
nearly the same in meaning as the word printed in bold as used in
the passage.

7. Marginal

(1) Austere (2) Severe (3) Detrimental (4) Adverse

(5) Insignificant

8. Fault

(1) Defect (2) Offend (3) Imperfect (4) Blame

(5) Sin

Directions (Q.Nos. 9 and 10) Choose the word which is most
opposite in meaning to the word printed in bold as used in the
passage.

9. Potential

(1) Unlikely (2) Incapable (3) Unable (4) Ineffective

(5) Inherent

10. Iniquitous

(1) Immoral (2) Godly (3) Virtuous (4) Right

(5) Just

Directions (Q. Nos. 11-15) Which of the phrases (1), (2), (3)
and (4) given below each sentence should replace the phrase printed
in bold in the sentence to make it grammatically correct? If the
sentence is correct as it is given and no correction is required, mark
(5) as the answer.

11. He doesn’t hesitate to do whatever his brother does.
(1) will do (2) would do (3) shall do (4) did

(5) No correction required

12. Try to be diplomatic when you refuse any invitation, so far
not to cause bad feelings.
(1) as far not (2) so as not (3) if as far not (4) so far as

(5) No correction required

13. The police are trying to solve the mystery.
(1) was (2) has been (3) is (4) were

(5) No correction required

14. We spent an hour discussing about his character.
(1) his character (2) on his character
(3) of his character (4) upon his character
(5) No correction required

15. On attempting to stage a drama, a new meaning to the
story was discovered.
(1) When attempted (2) On our attempting
(3) Attempting (4) While attempting
(5) No correction required

Directions (Q.Nos. 16-20) Find out the error in these sentences.
If there is no error, the answer is (5) .

16. The rise in prices of food items is (1) / likely the cause of
inflation (2) / to exceed by 8% (3) / during the next quarter.
(4) / No error (5)

17. Many people believe that (1) / the nationalization of banks
in (2) / the 1960s have protected India (3) / from the current
financial crisis. (4) / No error (5)

18. The company’s decision to issue (1) / bonus shares clearly
indicates (2) / the management’s confident (3) / about the
future. (4) / No error (5)

19. RBI is in favour (1) / of amending currently (2) / policies
governing operations of (3) / foreign banks in India. (4) /
No error (5)

20. These recently upgraded branch offices (1) / have been fully
computerized (2) / and are connected to headquarters (3) / to
ensure proper monitoring. (4) / No error (5)

Directions (Q.Nos. 21-25) Rearrange the following six sentences
(A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in the proper sequence to form a
meaningful paragraph and then answer the questions.

A. The employees worked very hard taking on all sorts of jobs
and we established productivity records, which are yet to be
broken.

B. They came round to my way of thinking, everyone
gradually fell in line and the agitation petered out.

C. My posting in Tinsukia gave me the opportunity to explore
the lovely land of Asom.

D. Some, however, started agitating for officiating allowance for
doing a higher level job and work began suffering.

E. It also provided me with valuable grass-root experience
which today’s graduates miss making them more dependent
on jargon than on practical experience.

F. I took a firm stand and refused to yield, as this was
unjustified.

21. Which of the following will be the FIRST sentence after
rearrangement?
(1) A (2) B (3) C (4) D

(5) E

22. Which of the following will be the SECOND sentence
after rearrangement?
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(1) A (2) B (3) C (4) D

(5) E

23. Which of the following will be the THIRD sentence after
rearrangement?
(1) A (2) B (3) C (4) D

(5) F

24. Which of the following will be the FIFTH sentence after
rearrangement?
(1) B (2) C (3) D (4) E

(5) F

25. Which of the following will be the SIXTH (LAST) sentence
after rearrangement?
(1) B (2) C (3) D (4) E

(5) F

Directions (Q.Nos. 26-30) Choose the set of words for each
blank that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.

26. Biological clocks are of .......... adaptive value to animal, since
it .......... nervous and physiological functions of the body.
(1) immense, assumes (2) great, regulates
(3) ultimate, created (4) high, engulfs
(5) no, governs

27.

Each occupation has its own ...; bankers, lawyers and
computer professionals, for example all use among
themselves ......... that outsiders find difficult to follow.
(1) merits, incidents (2) disadvantages, methods
(3) rewards, endearment (4) jargon, language
(5) problems, fundamentals

28. The two artists .......... markedly in their temperaments one
was reserved and courteous, the other ....... and boastful.
(1) changed, irritable (2) similar, jovial
(3) differed, rude (4) appeared, funny
(5) addressed, ill-tempered

29. Many people believed that spices help ...... food however
nutritionists found that most spices were .......... of having
any effect on growth of microbe present in the food.
(1) preserve, incapable (2) produce, impossible
(3) save, preventive (4) spoil, probable
(5) protect, deprived

30. Despite a growing .......... that a lot needs to be done to help
those without clean water, a .......... says that more than 34
million people die every year of water born diseases.
(1) interest, reason
(2) recognition, report
(3) fantasy, review
(4) authority, legend
(5) turbulence, logic

Part II Quantitative Aptitude

Directions (Q.Nos. 31-34) Study the following table carefully to
answer the questions that follow.

Number of Executives Recruited by Six Different
Organizations Over the Years

Organization

Year
P Q R S T U

2004 458 512 418 502 476 492
2005 522 536 472 500 482 523
2006 480 495 464 508 488 518
2007 506 505 428 444 490 534
2008 427 485 422 512 510 498
2009 492 488 444 499 512 510

31. What is the total number of Executives recruited by all the
organizations together in the year 2006?
(1) 2927 (2) 3042
(3) 2864 (4) 3143
(5) None of these

32. What is the respective ratio of total number of Executives
recruited by Organization U in the year 2007 and 2009
together to the total number of Executives recruited by
Organization P from the same years?
(1) 436 : 517 (2) 499 : 522
(3) 517 : 436 (4) 522 : 499
(5) None of these

33. What is the average number of Executives recruited by
Organization S over all the years together?
(1) 494 (2) 482 (3) 514 (4) 506

(5) 478

34. What is the per cent increase in the number of Executives
recruited by Organization R in 2005 from the previous year?
(Rounded off to two digits after decimal.)
(1) 18.67 (2) 12.92 (3) 16.48 (4) 13.21

(5) None of these

35. In a test, Rajesh got 112 marks which is 32 more than the
passing marks. Sonal got 75% marks which is 70 more than
the passing marks. What is the minimum passing
percentage of the test ?
(1) 35 (2) 45 (3) 40 (4) 30
(5) None of these

36. 25% of Reena’s yearly income is equal to 75% of Anubhav’s
monthly income. If Anubhav’s yearly income is ` 240000,
what is Reena’s monthly income?
(1) ` 60000 (2) ` 12000
(3) ` 5200 (4) Cannot be determined
(5) None of these

37. The area of a square is 225 sq cm which is equal to the area
of a rectangle. The length of the rectangle is 16 cm more
than the breadth of the rectangle. What is the respective
ratio between the side of the square and the breadth of the
rectangle ?
(1) 3 : 5 (2) 5 : 3
(3) 5 : 4 (4) 4 : 5
(5) None of these

38. The ratio between the angles of a quadrilateral is 3 : 5 : 9 : 1
respectively. What is the value of two-third of the total sum
of the smallest and the second largest angles together?
(1) 60 (2) 90 (3) 80 (4) 120
(5) None of these3
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39. If one man or two women or three boys can finish a work in
88 days, then how many days will one man, one woman and
one boy together take to finish the same work?
(1) 46 days (2) 54 days (3) 48 days (4) 44 days
(5) 60 days

40. The ratio between the present ages of Ravi and Vinay is
7 : 15 respectively. Two years from now, Vinay’s age will
become twice the age of Ravi. What was the difference
between their ages five years ago?
(1) 13 yr (2) 16 yr (3) 11 yr (4) 18 yr
(5) None of these

41. A car reached Raipur from Somgarh in 35 min with an
average speed of 69 km/h. If the average speed is increased
by 36 km/h. How much time will it take to cover the same
distance?
(1) 24 min (2) 27 min (3) 23 min (4) 29 min
(5) None of these

42. If the positions of the digits of a two digit number are
interchanged, the number newly formed is smaller than the
original number by 45. Also, the ratio between new number
and the original number is 3 : 8 respectively. What is the
original number?
(1) 61 (2) 83
(3) 94 (4) Cannot be determined
(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 43-45) What should come in place of
question mark (?) in the following questions?

43. 21 21 216 5 12 4? . .´ =
(1) 18.9 (2) 4.4 (3) 6.9 (4) 16.4

(5) None of these

44. 12 25 216 354564. ? . .´ ´ =
(1) 14.8 (2) 12.6 (3) 15.8 (4) 13.4

(5) None of these

45. 155. % of 646 24 5+ . % of 298 = ?
(1) 184.22 (2) 173.14 (3) 168.26 (4) 137.41

(5) None of these

46. Ravi borrowed some money at the rate of 4% per annum for
the first 3 yr, at the rate of 8% per annum for the next 2 yr
and at the rate of 9% per annum for the period beyond 5 yr.
If he pays a total simple interest of ` 19550 at the end of 7 yr,
how much money did he borrow?
(1) ` 39500 (2) ` 42500 (3) ` 41900 (4) ` 43000

(5) None of these

47. What is the area of circle whose radius is equal to the side of
square whose perimeter is 112 m?
(1) 176 sq m (2) 2504 sq m
(3) 284 sq m (4) 1956 sq m
(5) None of these

48. A sum of ` 731 is divided amongst A, B and C such that A
receives 25% more than B and B receives 25% less than C.
What is C’s share in the amount?
(1) ` 172 (2) ` 200
(3) ` 262 (4) ` 258
(5) None of these

49. In how many different ways can the letters of the word
PRAISE be arranged?
(1) 720 (2) 610 (3) 360 (4) 210

(5) None of these

50. If the numerator of a fraction is increased by 150% and
the denominator of  the  fraction  is increased by 300%, the

resultant fraction is
5

18
. What is the original zfraction?

(1)
4

9
(2)

4

5
(3)

8

9
(4)

8

11

(5) None of these

51. A car covers the first 39 km of it’s journey in 45 min and
covers the remaining 25 km in 35 min. What is the average
speed of the car?
(1) 40 km/h (2) 64 km/h (3) 49 km/h (4) 48 km/h

(5) None of these

52. 4 examiners can examine a certain number of answer
papers in 10 days by working for 5 h a day. For how many
hours in a day would 2 examiners have to work in order to
examine twice the number of answer papers in 20 days?

(1) 8 (2) 9 (3)10 (4) 8
1

2

(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 53-56) What should come in place of the
question mark (?) in the following number series?

53. 9, 62, ?, 1854, 7415, 22244
(1) 433 (2) 309 (3) 406 (4) 371

(5) None of these

54. 4, 8, 24, 60, ?, 224
(1) 178 (2) 96 (3) 109 (4) 141

(5) None of these

55. 8000, 1600, 320, 64, 12.8, ?
(1) 2.56 (2) 3.5 (3) 3.2 (4) 2.98

(5) None of these

56. 6, 9, 15, 27, 51, ?
(1) 84 (2) 99 (3) 123 (4) 75

(5) None of these

Directions (Q. Nos. 57-60) Each of the questions below consists
of a question and two Statements I and II given below it. You have to
decide whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient to
answer the question. Read both statements and

Give Answer

(1) If the data in Statement I alone are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in Statement II alone are not
sufficient to answer the question

(2) If the data in Statement II alone are sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in Statement I alone are not
sufficient to answer the question

(3) If the data in Satement I alone or in Statement II alone are
sufficient to answer the question

(4) If the data in both the Statements I and II are not sufficient to
answer the question

(5) If the data in both the Statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question

57. What is the perimeter of a semicircle?
I. The radius of the semicircle is equal to half the side of a

square.
II. The area of the square is 196 sq cm.

58. What is the exact average of n, 35, 39, 42, p and w?
I. n is six more than w .
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II. w is four less than p.

59. What was the per cent profit/loss made/incurred by selling
an article for ` 24000?

I. The ratio between the selling price and the cost price of
the article is 5 : 3 respectively.

II. The difference between the cost price and the selling
price is ` 96000.

60. What will be the difference between two digit numbers?
I. The square of the first number is 9 times the second

number.
II. The ratio between the first number and the second

number is 3 : 4, respectively.

61. If the fractions
19

21
,
21

25
,
25

29
,
29

31
and

31

37
are arranged in

ascending order of their values, which one will be the

second?

(1)
19

21
(2)

21

25
(3)

25

29
(4)

29

31

(5)
31

37

62. The difference between 78% of a number and 59% of the
same number is 323. What is 62% of that number?
(1) 1071 (2) 1178 (3) 1037 (4) 1159
(5) None of these

63. The total number of students in a school is 8670. If the
number of boys in the school is 4545, then what is the
respective ratio of the total number of boys to the total
number of girls in the school?
(1) 303 : 275 (2) 275 : 303
(3) 11 : 12 (4) 12 : 11
(5) None of these

64. The average of 4 consecutive even numbers is 103. What is
the product of smallest and the largest number?
(1) 10400 (2) 10504
(3) 10605 (4) 10600
(5) None of these

65. The owner of a watch shop charges his customer 22% more
than the cost price. If a customer paid ` 8906 for a wrist
watch, then what was the cost price of the wrist watch?
(1) ` 7300 (2) ` 7500
(3) ` 7700 (4) ` 7900
(5) None of these

Part III Reasoning Ability
Directions (Q.Nos. 66-68) In the following questions, the
symbols d, #, %, @ and H are used with the following meaning as
illustrated below.

‘P # Q’ means ‘P is neither greater nor smaller than Q’.

‘P d Q’ means ‘P is not smaller than Q’.

‘P @ Q’ means ‘P is neither smaller than nor equal to Q’.

‘P H Q’ means ‘P is not greater than Q’.

‘P % Q’ means ‘P is neither greater than or equal to Q’.

Now in each of the following questions assuming the given
statements to be true, find which of the three Conclusions I, II and
III given below them is/are definitely true and give your answer
accordingly.

66. Statements D % F, F @ H, H H N
Conclusions

I. N @ F II. D % N
III. H % D
(1) None is true (2) Only I is true
(3) Only II is true (4) Only III is true
(5) I and II are true

67. Statements B d D, D % T, T ★ M
Conclusions

I. B @ T II. M @ D
III. B  @ M
(1) Only I is true (2) Only II is true
(3) Only III is true (4) II and III are true
(5) None of these

68. Statements K # W, M @ W, R d M

Conclusions
I. K % M II. W % R

III. R @ K
(1) I and II are true (2) I and III are true
(3) II and III are true (4) All I, II and III are true
(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 69-72) Study the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below.

Following are the conditions for selecting Systems Manager in an
organization

The candidate must
(i) be a graduate engineer in IT, Computer Science, Electronics

with atleast 60 % marks.
(ii) be atleast 30 yr and not more than 40 yr as on 1.9.2009.
(iii) have secured atleast 40 % marks in the written examination.
(iv) have secured atleast 50 % marks in the selection interview.
(v) have post qualification work experience of atleast 10 yr in the

systems department of an organisation.

In the case of a candidate who satisfies all the conditions except
(a) at (i) above, but secure atleast 60 % marks in MEIT or

Computer Science, the case as to be referred to
DGM-Systems.

(b) at (v) above, but has post qualification experience of atleast 5
yr as Deputy Systems Manager the case is to be referred to
the GM-Systems.

In each question below, details of one candidate are given. You
have to take one of the following courses of actions based on the
information provided and the conditions and sub-conditions given
above and mark the number of that course of action as your
answer. You are not to assume anything else other than the
information provided for each candidate. All these cases are given
to you as on 1.9.2009.

Give Answer

(1) If the candidate is to be selected
(2) If the candidate is not to be selected
(3) If the case is to be referred to DGM-Systems
(4) If the case is to be referred to GM-Systems
(5) If the data provided are not adequate to take a decision

69. Samir Ghosh was Born on 25th May 1978. He has secured
65% marks in BE-IT in the year 1999. Since then he is
working in the systems department of an organization. He
has secured 50 % marks in both written examination and
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selection interview.

70. Navin Prakash has secured 62% marks in 65% marks in
BE-Computer Science. He has been working in the systems
department of an organization since July 1999 after
completion of BE. He was born on 4 April 1974. He has
secured 55% marks in selection interview and 45% marks in
the written examination.

71. Neeta Pathak has been working as Deputy Systems
Manager in an organization for the past seven years
after completing her BE in IT with 70% marks. She has
secured 45% marks in selection interview and 55% marks
in the written examination. She was born on 12th
November 1978.

72. Ashok Malhotra was born on 19th March 1977. He has
secured 56% marks in both selection interview and written
examination. He has secured 58% marks in BE-IT and 72%
marks in ME-IT. He has been working in the systems
department of an organization for the past 11 yr after
completing ME-IT.

Directions (Q.Nos. 73-76) Study the following information
carefully to answer the questions given below.

Input 39 121 48 18 76 112 14 45 63 96

Step I 14 39 121 48 18 76 112 45 63 96

Step II 14 39 48 18 76 112 45 63 96 121

Step III 14 18 39 48 76 112 45 63 96 121

Step IV 14 18 39 48 76 45 63 96 112 121

Step V 14 18 39 45 48 76 63 96 112 121

Step VI 14 18 39 45 48 63 76 96 112 121

(This is the final arrangement and Step VI is the last step for this
input).

A number sorting machine when given an input of numbers,
rearranges the numbers in a particular manner by step as indicated
below-till all the numbers are arranged in a particular order. Given
ahead is an illustration of this arrangement.

73. If following is the fifth step of an input, what will be the
third step?
Step V 17 32 43 82 69 93 49 56 99 106
(1) 17 32 43 82 69 93 49 56 99 106
(2) 17 32 82 69 43 93 49 56 99 106
(3) 17 32 82 69 93 43 49 56 99 106
(4) 17 32 82 69 43 93 56 49 99 106
(5) Cannot be determined

74. How many steps will be required for getting the final output
for the following input?
Input 101 85 66 49 73 39 142 25 115 74
(1) 5 (2) 6 (3) 7 (4) 8

(5) None of these

75. Which of the following will be the third step for the
following input?
Input 45 78 97 132 28 16 146 54 99 112
(1) 16 28 45 78 97 146 54 99 112 132
(2) 16 28 45 97 78 54 99 112 132 146
(3) 16 28 45 78 97 132 54 99 112 146
(4) 16 28 45 97 78 132 99 54 112 146
(5) None of the above

76. If the second step for an input is as given below, what will
be the the fifth step for the same input?

Step II 22 49 32 88 69 132 101 185
(1) 22 32 49 88 69 101 132 185
(2) 22 32 69 49 88 101 132 185
(3) 22 32 49 69 101 88 132 185
(4) 22 32 49 88 69 132 101 185
(5) None of the above

Directions (Q.Nos. 77 and 78) Study the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below

I. Six children B, D, C M, J and K are split in two groups of three
each and are made to stand in two rows in such a way that a
child in one row is exactly facing a child in the other row.

II. M is not at the ends of any row and is to the right of J, who is
facing C. K is to the left of D, who is facing C. K is to the left of
D, who is facing M.

77. Which of the following group of children are in the same
row?
(1) BMD (2) MJK (3) BDC (4) MJD
(5) None to these

78. Who is to the immediate left of B?
(1) M (2) D
(3) J (4) Data inadequate
(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 79–81) Study the following information
carefully to answer these questions.

‘P ´ Q’ means ‘P is wife of Q’.

‘P ¸ Q’ means ‘P is father of Q’.

‘P + Q’ means ‘P is son of Q’.

‘P - Q’ means ‘P is sister of Q’.

79. In H +I L¸ , how is L related to H?
(1) Brother (2) Sister
(3) Cousin (4) Brother or Sister
(5) None of these

80. Which of the following represents ‘S is mother of T’?
(1) S M H T´ ¸ - (2) S M + H T´ -
(3) M S H T´ ¸ - (4) M S H + T´ ¸
(5) None of these

81. In J F +R B- ´ , how is R related to J?
(1) Father (2) Mother
(3) Paternal aunt (4) Cannot be determined
(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 82-84) In making decisions about important
questions, it is desirable to be able to distinguish between ‘strong’ and
‘weak’ arguments. ‘Strong’ arguments are those which are both
important and directly related to the question. ‘Weak’ arguments are
those which are of minor importance and also may not be directly
related to the question or may be related to a trivial aspect of the
question.

Each question below is followed by three Arguments I, II and III.
You have to decide which of the arguments is a ‘strong’ argument
and which is a ‘weak’ argument.

82. Statement Should the government supply free text books

upto Std. X to all the students in the government run

schools in India?

Arguments
I. No, many students of these schools come from rich

families and they should not be given free books.
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II. Yes, this will considerably reduce the percentage of
school drop-outs as many parents cannot afford the
burden of buying books.

III. No, the prices of books prescribed upto Std. X are
otherwise very low and there is no need to distribute
books free of cost to the students.

(1) I and II are strong (2) II and III are strong
(3) I and III are strong (4) All I, II and III are strong
(5) None of these

83. Statement Should the government privatize all the coal
mines in the country?
Arguments

I. Yes, this will result in optimum mining as the private
companies are in a position to bring in experts from
other countries to maximize the output.

II. No, the coal mines are our country’s wealth and we
should not allow them to go to the private hands.

III. Yes, the coal mines in India are in very bad shape and
the government is unable to manage them efficiently.

(1) I and III are strong
(2) I and II are strong
(3) II and III are strong
(4) All I, II and III strong
(5) None of the above

84. Statement Should all the Engineering graduates passing
out of government colleges be compulsorily made to work
in government organizations/public sector undertakings?
Arguments

I. Yes, these students have used huge resources of the
government and they should pay back by serving in
government/public sector undertakings.

II. Yes, otherwise these students will join the
multinational companies and earn huge sums of money
leading to loss of government resources.

III. No, each individual has a right to choose his/her job and
serving in government/public sector undertakings
should not be made mandatory.

(1) None is strong
(2) Only III is strong
(3) I and III are strong
(4) Either I or III and II are strong
(5) None of the above

Directions (Q.Nos. 85-87) Each of the question below consists of
a question and two Statements I and II are given below it. You have
to decide whether the data provided in the statements are sufficient
to answer the question. Read both the statements.

Give Answer

(1) If the data in Statement I alone is sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in Statement II alone is not sufficient
to answer the question

(2) If the data in Statement II alone is sufficient to answer the
question, while the data in Statement I alone is not sufficient
to answer the question

(3) If the data either in Statement I alone or in Statement II alone
is sufficient to answer the question

(4) If the data even in both the Statements I and II are not
sufficient to answer the question

(5) If the data in both the Statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question

85. F is in which direction with respect to M?

I. F is to the West of Q which is to the West of M.

II. M is to the East of Q. F, M and Q are on the straight
line.

86. What is Samir’s rank from the top in the class of 30
students?

I. Sudhir, who is four ranks above Samir, is fifteenth in
rank from the bottom.

II. Samir is three ranks below Neeta, who is eighteenth
from the bottom.

87. In the code language, what is the code for ‘fat’?

I. In the code language, ‘she is fat’ is written as ‘he ra ca’.
II. In the same code language, ‘fat boy’ is written as ‘ra ka’.

Directions (Q.Nos. 88-91) Study the following information
carefully to answer these questions

Eight members A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H belonging to three families
X, Y, Z go for weekend outing in three different cars I, II, III. Four
out of eight members are females. Members of any one family
travel in different cars. Each car has atleast one male and one
female members. Each family has atleast two members.

A belongs to family Y and he travels in car III. D is wife of E and
they travel in cars I and II respectively. H is son of B who is wife of
G and they belong of family Z. C is daughter of F who is wife of A. C
travels in car II. G does not travel with F.

88. Which of the following group of persons travel in car I?
(1) D, F, G (2) D, E, G (3) D, G, H (4) D, F, H

(5) None of these

89. Which car has only two members travelling in it?
(1) I (2) II (3) III (4) II or III

(5) Can’t be determined

90. Which of the following members of families Y and Z travel
in different cars?
(1) F, G (2) C, G (3) F, H (4) C, F

(5) None of these

91. Which of the following group of persons is a group of all
females?
(1) B, D, G (2) A, B, C

(3) B, E, F (4) D, E, F

(5) None of these

Directions (Q.Nos. 92 and 93) Study the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below.

The centre reportedly wants to continue providing subsidy to
consumers for cooking gas and kerosene for five more years. This
is not good news from the point of view of reining in the fiscal
deficit. Mounting subventions for subsidies means diversion of
savings by the government from investment to consumption,
raising the cost of capital in the process. The government must cut
expenditure on subsidies to create more fiscal space for
investments in both physical and social infrastructure. It should
outline a plan for comprehensive reform in major subsidies
including petroleum, food and fertilizers and set goal posts.

92. Which of the following is a conclusion which can be drawn
from the facts stated in the given paragraph?

(1) Subsidy provided by the government under various heads
to the citizen increases the cost of capital

(2) Government is unable to withdraw subsidies provided to
various items

(3) Government subsidy on kerosene is purely a political
decision

(4) Government does not have enough resources to continue
providing subsidy on petroleum products
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(5) None of the above

93. Which of the following is an assumption which is implicit in
the facts stated in the given paragraph?

(1) People in India may not be able to pay more for petroleum
products

(2) Many people in India are rich enough to buy petroleum
products at market cost

(3) Government may not be able to create more infrastructural
facilities if the present level of subsidy continues for a longer
time

(4) Government of India has sought assistance from
international financial organizations for its infrastructural
projects

(5) None of the above

Directions (Q.Nos. 94-96) In making decisions about important
questions, it is desirable to be able to distinguish between ‘strong’
arguments and ‘weak’ arguments. ‘Strong’ arguments must be both
important and directly related to the question. ‘Weak’ arguments
may not be directly related to the question and may be of minor
importance or may be related to the trivial aspects of the question.

Each question below is followed by two Arguments I and II. You
have to decide which of the arguments is a ‘strong’ argument and
which is a ‘weak’ argument.

Give Answer

(1) If only Argument I is strong
(2) If only Argument II is strong
(3) If either Argument I or II is strong
(4) If neither Argument I nor II is strong
(5) If both Arguments I and II are strong

94. Statement Should graduation be made minimum
educational qualification for entry level jobs in any public
sector organization?

Arguments

I. Yes, graduates always perform better than non-
graduates by virtue of their higher level of education.

II. No, there are quite a few people who cannot afford to
remain unemployed till the completion of graduation
and are capable of performing equally well as the
graduate candidates.

95. Statement Should the examination bodies of all
universities in the exams permit the use of calculators?
Arguments

I. No, it is necessary for the students to know the methods
of manual calculation to make their concepts clear.

II. Yes, manual calculations are no more required with
extensive use of computers in all fields.

96. Statement Should the knowledge of Hindi language be
made compulsory for all the employees of public sector
organizations?
Arguments

I. Yes, it is necessary for dealing with the people from the
educationally backward strata of the society.

II. No, it is not necessary for every employee to have the
knowledge of Hindi language.

Directions (Q.Nos. 97-100) Study the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below.

P, M, D, A, F, H, R and B are sitting around a circle facing at the
centre. R is fourth to the right of A, who is third to the right of P. M
is second to the left of H, who is second to the left of P. D is third to
the right of B.

97. Who is third to the left of H?
(1) M (2) A (3) B (4) F

(5) Data inadequate

98. Which of the following pairs represents the immediate
neighbours of B?
(1) FM (2) AP (3) MP (4) AF
(5) None of these

99. If R and B interchange their positions, who will be the
second to the left of M?
(1) B (2) H
(3) P (4) Data inadequate
(5) None of these

100. Who is the immediate right of P?
(1) F (2) R
(3) B (4) Data inadequate
(5) None of these
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71. (2) 72. (3) 73. (5) 74. (4) 75. (3) 76. (5) 77. (5) 78. (1) 79. (4) 80. (1)

81. (2) 82. (1) 83. (1) 84. (2) 85. (1) 86. (3) 87. (5) 88. (4) 89. (3) 90. (1)

91. (5) 92. (1) 93. (3) 94. (2) 95. (2) 96. (1) 97. (2) 98. (4) 99. (5) 100. (1)



Hints and Solutions

31. Total number of Executives recruited by all the organizations

together in the year 2006

= + + + +480 495 464 508 488 + =518 2953

32. Required ratio

= + +( ) : ( )534 510 506 492 = =1044 998 522 499: :

33. Average number of Executives

=
+ + + + +502 500 508 444 512 499

6
= =

2965

6
49416. » 494

34. Required percentage increase

=
-

´ = ´
472 418

418
100

54

418
100 = »12 918 12 92. .

35. Let the total number be x.

According to question, x ´ - = -75 70 112 32%
x ´

= +
75

100
80 70Þ x =

´
=

150 100

75
200 marks

Passing marks = ´ - =200
75

100
70 80 marks

Minimum passing marks (in percentage) = ´
80

200
100 = 40%

36. Anubhav’s monthly salary = =
240000

12
20000

75% of the income of Anubhav = ´20000
75

100
= 15000

According to question, x ´ =
25

100
15000 (If Rina’s salary = x)

x = 60000 per annum

Monthly salary = =
60000

12
5000`

37. Breadth of Rectangle = x cm (Suppose)

Length = +( )x 16 cm

Area = + = +x x x x( ) ( )16 162 cm

According to question, area of rectangle = Area of square

x x2 16 225+ =
x x2 16 225 0+ - =

x x x2 25 9 225 0+ - - =

x x x( ) ( )+ - + =25 9 25 0
( )( )x x- + =9 25 0

x = 9 cm
Breadth of rectangle = 9 cm

Area of square = 225 2cm

a2 225=
a = 15 cm

Ratio =
15

9
= 5 3:

38. The sum of the 4 angle of quadrilateral is 360°.

\ 3 5 9 360x x x x+ + + =
x = °20

Smallest angle x = °20
Second largest angle 5 5 20 100x = ´ = °
Sum of both = °+ °= °20 100 120

and 120
2

3
80´ = °

39. According to the question,

Q 2 women = 1man

\ 1 woman =
1

2
man and

Q 3 boys =1 man

\ 1 boy =
1

3
man

\1 man, 1 woman and 1 boy = + +1
1

2

1

3
=

11

6
men

Q 1 man can finish a work in 88 days

\
11

6
men will finish a work in =

´88 6

11
= 48 days

Shortcut Method

Required days =

+ +
æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷

88

1
1

2

1

3

days =
´

+ +

88 6

6 3 2( )
= 48 days

40. Let the ages of Ravi and Vinay be 7 x yr and 15x yr respectively.

Then, after  2 yr Þ ( ) ( )15 2 2 7 2x x+ = ´ +
Þ 15 2 14 4x x+ = + Þ x = 2
\ Difference between their ages before 5 yr

= - - -( ) ( )15 5 7 5x x

= ´ - - ´ -( ) ( )15 2 5 7 2 5 = - =25 9 16 yr

41. Total distance covered by car in 35 min = ´69
35

60
=

161

4
km

New speed of car = +69 36 = 105 km/h

\ Time taken by car to covered the same distance

=
´

´
161

4 105
60 = 23 min

42. Suppose ten’s digit =x and unit’s digit = y

\ Original number = +10x y
and     new number =10y x+
Then, 10 10 45x y y x+ - + =( )
Þ 9 9 45x y- =
Þ x y- = 5 …(i)

Again,
10

10

3

8

y x

x y

+

+
=

Þ 80 8 30 3y x x y+ = +
Þ 22 77 0x y- =
Þ 2 7 0x y- = …(ii)
Multiplying Eq. (i) from 2

2 2 10x y- = …(iii)
Solving Eqs. (ii) and (iii), x = 7 and y = 2
\Original number = + = ´ + =10 10 7 2 72x y

43. 21 21 216 5 12 4? . .´ = Þ 21
21

21

12 4

6 5

?
.

.
= Þ 21 2112 4 6 5? . .= -

Þ 21 215 9? .= \ ? .= 5 9

44. 12 25 216 3545 64. ? . .´ ´ = Þ ?
.

. .
.=

´
=

3545 64

12 25 216
13 4

45. 646
15 5

100
298

24 5

100
´ + ´ =

. .
?

Þ ? . .= +10013 73 01 Þ ? .= 17314

46. Let Ravi borrowed ` x.

\
x x x´ ´

+
´ ´

+
´ ´

=
4 3

100

8 2

100

9 2

100
19550

Þ
12 16 18

100
19550

x x x+ +
=

Þ 46 19550 100x = ´

\ x =
´

=
19550 100

46
` 42500

47. Side of square = =
112

4
28 m

\ Radius of circle =28 m

Hence,  area of circle = ´ ´
22

7
28 28

=2464 sq m



48. A B       C
75 125

100
75 100

9375 75 100

´
: :

. : :

(Let)

\ Share of C =
+ +

´
100

100 75 9375
731

.
= ´ =

100

26875
731 272

.
`

49. Total number of ways of arrangement

= = ´ ´ ´ ´ ´ =6 6 5 4 3 2 1 720!

50. Let fraction be
x

y
.

\ According to the question,
250

400

5

18

%

%

of

of

x

y
=

\
x

y
= ´ =

5

18

400

250

4

9

51. Average speed  of car

=
Total distance travelled

Total time taken
Q Time

Distance

Speed
=

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷

=
+

+

= ´
39 25

45

60

35

60

64

80
60 = 48 km / h

52. We know that,

M D H

W

M D H

W

1 1 1

1

2 2 2

2

= \
4 10 5

1

2 20

2

´ ´
=

´ ´ x

\ x =10h

53. The pattern of number series is as follow

Required number is 62 6 1 371´ - =

54. The pattern of number series is as follow

Required number is 60 8 1242+ =

55. The pattern of number series is as follow

Required number is 12 8 5 2 56. .¸ =

56. The pattern of number series is as follow

Required number is 51 48 99+ =

57. Perimeter of semicircle = +2 r rp

By combining I and II,

Side of square = =196 14 cm

and radius = =
14

2
7 cm

Hence,     perimeter = ´ + ´2 7
22

7
7 = + =14 22 36 cm

58. By combining both statements, we can’t determined the average.

59. From Statement I,

SP = ` 5x

CP = ` 3x

Profit percentage =

2

3
100

x

x
´

= 66
2

3
%

By Statement II,

CP = 24000 – 9600 = ` 14400

Hence, profit percentage = ´
9600

14400
100 = 66

2

3
%

60. I. x y2 9= Þ x y y= =9 3

II.
x

y
=

3

4
Þ x

y
=

3

4

From both statements, 3
3

4
y

y
=

y
y

=
4

y = 4

\ y = 16 and x = 12

61.
19

21
0 90

21

25
0 84

25

29
0 86= = =. , . , . ,

29

31
0 93

31

37
0 83= =. , .

Ascending order 0.83, 0.84, 0.86, 0.90, 0.93

Second = =0 84
21

25
.

62. Let the number be x.

78% of x - 59% of x = 323
78 59

100
323

x x-
=

Þ
19

100
323x =

x = 1700

62% of 1700 = ´
62

100
1700 = 1054

63. Number of girls = - =8670 4545 4125

Required ratio =
4545

4125
= 303 275:

64. Let 4 consecutive even number are2 2 2 2 4 2 6x x x x, , ,+ + + , then

2 2 2 2 4 2 6x x x x+ + + + + + = ´103 4
Þ 8 12 412x + =
Þ 8 400x = \ x = 50
Smallest number = 100
Largest number = + =100 6 106
Product = ´ =100 106 10600
Shortcut Method
numbers are

Hence, product of smallest  and the largest  is given by
= ´100 106 = 10600

65. Let the cost price = ` x

x + 22% of x = 8906

x
x

+ =
22

100
8906

Þ 122 890600x =
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r

9 62 ? 1854 7415 22244

´7–1

371

´6–1 ´5–1 ´4–1 ´3–1

4 8 24 60 ? 224

+22

124

+42 +62 +82 +102

8000 1600 320 64 12.8 ?

¸5

2.56

¸5 ¸5 ¸5 ¸5

6 9 15 27 51 ?

+3

99

+6 +12 +24 +48 103

100

102
104

106
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Þ x = 7300

\ CP = ` 7300

Sol. (Q.Nos. 66–68)

# Þ = «Þ £

d Þ ³ % Þ <

@ Þ >

66. D % F Þ D F<

F @ H Þ F > H

H ★ N Þ H N£

So, D <F >H N£

Conclusions

I. N @ F Þ N > F (F)

II. D % N Þ D < N (F)

III. H % D Þ H < D (F)

None is true.

67. B d D Þ B ³ D

D % T Þ D < T

T ★ M Þ T M£

So, B D < T M³ £

Conclusions

I. B @ T Þ B > T (F)

II. M @ D Þ M > D (T)

III. B @ M Þ B > M (F)

Only II is true.

68. K # W Þ K = W

M @ W Þ M > W

R d M Þ R M³

So, K = W <M R£

Conclusions

I. K % M Þ K < M (T)

II. W % R Þ W < R (T)

III. R @ K Þ R > K (T)

So, all I, II and III are true.

Sol. (Q.Nos. 69-72)

Candidate
Conditions

(i) or a (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) or b

Sameer ✓ — ✓ ✓ ✓ NG —

Naveen ✓ — ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ —

Neeta ✓ — ✓ ✓ 7 — ✓

Ashok — ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ —

Geema ✓ — ✓ ✓ ✓ — ✓

69. Sameer’s working experience is not cleared in years. So, data is

insufficient.

70. Naveen Prakash fulfils all conditions so, he is to be selected.

71. Neeta Pathak does not fulfil condition (iv) so, she is not to be

selected.

72. Ashok Malhotra fulfils condition (a) so, his case is to be referred to

DGM-Systems.

Sol. (Q. Nos. 73 -76) The numbers are arranged by the sorting machine

according to the following rule

In the first step, the smallest number is arranged from the beginning.

In the second step, the largest number is arranged from the end.

These two steps are followed alternately.

73. From the given rule, it is not possible to go into the reverse order.

74. Input 101 85 66 49 73 39 142 25 115 74

Step I 25 101 85 66 49 73 39 142 115 74
Step II 25 101 85 66 49 73 39 115 74 142
Step III 25 39 101 85 66 49 73 115 74 142
Step IV 25 39 101 85 66 49 73 74 115 142
Step V 25 39 49 101 85 66 73 74 115 142
Step VI 25 39 49 85 66 73 74 101 115 142
Step VII 25 39 49 66 85 73 74 101 115 142
Step VIII 25 39 49 66 73 74 85 101 115 142

75. Input 45 78 97 132 28 16 146 54 99 112

Step I 16 45 78 97 132 28 146 54 99 112
Step II 16 45 78 97 132 28 54 99 112 146
Step III 16 28 45 78 97 132 54 99 112 146

76. Step II 22 49 32 88 69 132 101 185
Step III 22 32 49 88 69 132 101 185
Step IV 22 32 49 88 69 101 132 185
Step V 22 32 49 69 88 101 132 185

Sol. (Q.Nos. 77 and 78) According to the given hypothesis, the positions

of six children as shown below.

77. From above, the two groups are BMJ and KDC.

78. From above, it is clear that M is to the immediate left of B.

79. H + I ® H is the son of I.

I L¸ ® I is the father of L.

So, L is the brother or sister of H.

80. From answer option (1),

S M´ ® S is wife of M.

M H¸ ® M is the father of H.

H T- ® H is the sister of T.

So, S is the mother of T.

81. J F- Þ J is the sister of F.

F R+ ® F is the son of R.

R B´ ® R is the wife of B.

So, R is the mother of J.

82. I and II are strong. In Government schools, many students come

from rich families so there is no need to distribute books free of cost.

Many students come to these schools from poor families and they

cannot afford to buy books so they should be given. But III is strong

Son
IH

L

Father

B
rother/S

ister

S M

H

T

Wife

Father

Sister

Mother

J F

R

B

Sister

Son
Mother

D
a
u
g
h
te

r

Wife



because the books may be costly or not but there will be some

expenditure.

83. Since, private companies will give optimum mining, so I argument is

strong. As the Government is unable to manage them efficiently then

it is better to give in the hands of private organization. Hence, III

argument is strong. II is weak because when government is unable to

manage properly so it is good to keep under Government.

84. The Government has given huge resources during their study time

but has charged feed. So their is no obligation of the Government to

the student. Hence, I is not strong. II is also not strong because it

depends upon the choice of the student to serve anywhere. But III is

strong because it depends entirely upon the choice of the student.

85. From I,

\F is in West of M.
From II,

\ The answer is from only I.

86. From I,
· · · · · +

¯ ¯

14

Sudhir Samir

\Samir’s rank from the top = - +30 15 1= 16 th
From II, · · · · + 17

Neeta Samir

Neeta’s rank from the top = - =( )30 17 13 th

\Samir’s rank from the top = +13 3 = 16 th

\The answer of the question can be obtained from only I or from
only II.

87. From I, she is fat ® he ra ca

From II, fat boy ® ra ka

\From I and II, fat ® ra

Sol. (Q.Nos. 88-91)

Members Car Family Ladies Gents

A III Y 7 3

B III Z 3 7

C II Y 3 7

D I X 3 7

E II X 7 3

F I Y 3 7

G II Z 7 3

H I Z 7 3

92. Subsidy increases the cost of capital.

93. Option (3) assumption is implicit in the given paragraph.

94. Argument II is strong because if a person who is not graduate but

capable to perform equally well as the graduate candidates, them

he should be given job. But if a person is graduate but not capable,

so he should not be given job. Hence, II is strong.

95. In university examinations, the solution an calculation of the

questions is very extensive so use of calculator is essential. So, II is

strong and I is weak.

96. Argument I is strong because in public sector organization there are

some people who are not will educated. Hence, with Hindi language

it will be possible to deal with them. Argument II is not strong.

Sol. (Q.Nos. 97–100) Sitting arrangement according to given diagram is as

below
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